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Introduction
In the 2021 Archegos fund debacle, five major investment banks lost an
aggregate of over $11 Billion on failed margin calls. This was a
spectacular failure in risk management at what are purportedly the most
sophisticated financial institutions in the world.

A similarly horrific outcome arose in 2012 ago at JP Morgan during the
so-called “London Whale” incident (loss $6.5 Billion).

While these events are popularly ascribed to “operational risks from
procedural failures”, a deeper analysis of published investigative
documents suggests that common flaw was a heroic reliance on
assumptions about the Central Limit Theorem.

We conclude with two cases where the same flawed assumptions have
not yet been recognized.
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A Broader List of Casualties
Beyond Archegos and the London Whale,
there have been numerous examples
of cases where the interaction of
operational and analytical failures in
risk management have led to horrific
outcomes at purportedly sophisticated
firms.
Barings (1995), AIG credit derivatives
(2008), Lehman Brothers collapse
(2008)
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Anatomy of Archegos (2021)
Five major investment banks took over $11
Billion in losses on what should have
been routine margin lending via single
name equity swaps.
Credit Suisse ($5.5B), Nomura ($2.87B), UBS
($1B), Morgan Stanley ($900M) and
Goldman Sachs (undisclosed)
Margin lending is considered a “safe
business” with low margins (e.g. 30 bps)
as the risks are considered “contingent
market risks”
• Lenders can’t lose until the value of
the collateral falls significantly
• From 2007 to 2014 CS had zero
losses from contingent market risks

Jerome Powell, Chair of the Federal Reserve
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How Did Archegos Get In This Deep?
Archegos was able to negotiate more relaxed compliance and
lower margin requirements from prime brokers by using swaps
(explicitly unregulated under US law) and claiming to be a family
office rather than a hedge fund.

They are accused of manipulating prices by buying concentrated
positions and withdrawing the paper profits from one broker to
start another account at another broker, to further move prices

• In essence, a classic “pyramid scheme”.

Even after the losses at CS were independently investigated by
the Paul, Weiss law firm (165 page report), it is unclear how
much each of the banks knew about the extent of parallel
positions at other banks.
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The Base of the Pyramid is an Obvious Red Flag
As of 3/22/2021, the price of ViacomCBS
(VIAC) was about $100/per share,
with the S&P 500 at 3940. One year
earlier, Viacom was $12 and the S&P
500 was 2310. So the market was up
about 70% from the bottom, but
Viacom was up 733%.
If large cap US equity trading is efficient,
and we assume that a Northfield
equity risk model is accurate, the
likelihood of that much
outperformance occurring randomly is

3*
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Failure to Address Position Concentration
We know that the price of Viacom went from $100 to about $40 in a few days once brokers
started to sell off the positions
• The average trading volume over the past month was about 71 million shares, or about $7 Billion per day at the $100 price.
• It has been publicly disclosed that the Archegos portfolio was concentrated into about half a dozen companies and reached a
peak value of around $30 Billion, so the average position per company was about $5 Billion.

Viacom was a bigger position with a peak value around $10 Billion, or more than 150% of a
typical day’s trading volume.
• These magnitudes are consistent with a peak one-day trading volume of over 500 million shares (a day in early April 2021).

Transaction cost models produced by brokers are empirical rather than based on any economic
theory. Typically, very little data is available for trades bigger than 25% of ADV per day for Wall
Street models, as traders know these trades will be very expensive and avoid them.
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A Framework That
Works

For many years, Northfield has used a functional form for
predicting trading costs that captures the empirical
feature that costs rise rapidly when trades get too big
for the market to absorb.

M = A + BS + CS1/2 + D * MAX[S-L,0]2
M = percentage transaction cost
S = proposed trade size in shares
L = the number of shares where routine
liquidity is exhausted
A = agency costs (broker fees, normal bidasked spread)
B, C, D are estimated constants per
security

B, C, D and L assume a known time horizon for trade
completion.
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The London Whale Circa 2012
In 2012, JPMorgan allowed
London-based credit default
swap trader Bruno Iksil to
accumulate extremely large
positions based on flawed risk
management analytics.

On October 11, 2012, JP
Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon
gave a luncheon address to
the Boston Economic Club
explaining his view of what
happened.

What Dimon emphasized was
that once JPM understood
the seriousness of the
problem, there were multiple
C-Suite meetings per day to
discuss resolving the matter.
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JP Morgan did not seek any
government subsidies to deal
with the loss of $6.5 Billion
and subsequent regulatory
fines close to another $1
Billion.
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Government Inquiries
In March 2013, there were public
congressional hearings on the
London Whale case, which
followed up a separate Federal
Reserve inquiry (resulting in the
fines)

Conceptually you can think of a
corporate CDS as an equity put
option. If a public company
equity has value, the firm can
issue new shares to get cash to
maintain timely debt payments.

These investigations revealed that
JP Morgan management had two
separate risk systems giving
conflicting output on the risk
levels associated with the CDS
positions.

While both risk systems covered
credit and equities, one looked at
equities as individual firms, while
the other represented equities
only via an index.

Effective position concentration
within equities was not
considered in one system,
resulting in much lower risk
estimates.
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Fatal Choices
Our story takes place between
the Second World War to end
all wars and the Third, which
by eliminating mankind
altogether will actually do the
trick.”
Philip McDonald in The List of
Adrian Messenger.

JP Morgan
management
chose to believe
the lower risk
estimates of the
less granular
analysis

To make matters
worse, the
models in use
had been
actively
recalibrated from
time to time to
make forecasts
line up with past
volatility
realizations.
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• Dissenting on this issue was C.S.
Venkatakrishnan, now CEO of
Barclays.

• As “large” negative events are
rare (crashes, pandemics, wars),
calibrating to realizations
downward biases risk estimates
of what might have happened
or could happen in the future.
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Realistic Risk Management
Risk is always in the future, so it can never be measured, it can only
be estimated.

People who are serious about risk management such as insurance
actuaries always explicitly include an ambiguity premium to cover
estimation error on claim projections.

The investment equivalent is to
recognize that estimation error is a
permanent part of risk assessment.
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Dispersion among risk estimates should always
be responded to by adding to the higher risk
estimates, not taking the lowest estimate
because it seems comforting.
In no circumstances should organizations judge
risk models by whether the are unbiased
estimators of realized portfolio volatility
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The Next Two
Analytical Failures

As Niels Bohr said, “It is always hard to forecast, especially
about the future”
We have grave concerns that some severe “shortcuts” are
becoming pervasive in risk assessment.

Both issues have been evidenced in real world cases

For today I’ll comment briefly on two such items

• Use of low frequency data to estimate returnsbased factor exposures for illiquid assets
• Use of “Duration Times Spread” as a portfolio
level measure for fixed income credit risk.
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Returns Based Analytics
It is common practice to estimate
factor exposures and other risk
inputs via time series regressions.

In many applications, the regressions
are constrained so that the resulting
coefficients look like portfolio
weights. See Sharpe (1992)

• All coefficients must be between zero and 1 and sum to 1 (long only
portfolio weights)
• Due to the constraints, the output coefficients can often look intuitive
while being completely statistically insignificant (not really different from
zero)

We’ve seen extremely flawed use
where this technique has been
applied to low frequency data (e.g.
quarterly returns for illiquid assets)
that is serially correlated rather than
having independent obserivations.

• See diBartolomeo and Lobosco (FAJ, 1997) for required calculations
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Duration Times Spread
DTS based models are pervasive in credit modeling of fixed income.

The key aspect of these models is the assumption that credit yield spreads are
lognormally distributed.
Even if we agree with distributional assumption there is another unspoken assumption
which is quite troubling.
Arithmetically, “duration times spread” is the amount the value of a bond can increase
if the credit became riskless.
To the extent an investors hold long positions, they should care about the risk of the
value of their bonds going down rather than the risk that the bond values go up.
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Assumption Dependence
To make DTS a viable estimator of fixed income credit risk, we must assume that the
distribution of credit risk at the portfolio level is symmetric.

We can base such a symmetry assumption on the Central Limit Theorem if and only if there
are a large number of independent distributions of credit risk at the security level.
Empirical analysis has shown that
assumption is plausible for hyper
diversified index portfolios (e.g.
20,000 issues) under normal liquidity.

Credit risks are obviously not
independent across borrowers in the
real world (remember 1929 and the
GFC in 2008).
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Actively managed portfolios clearly
do not have hyper diversified
randomized holdings.
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Generalized Model of Market and Operational Risk
Most of the more spectacular failures in financial risk management involve some combination of market risk
and operational risks (bad decisions, exchange failure, compliance errors).

Such a model was presented in a paper we recently published on cryptocurrency risk (Blackburn, diBartolomeo,
and Zieff, Global Commodities Applied Research Digest, 2022)

We propose a dependent, mutually exclusive, two-state model where there is P probability of an operational
failure and a (1-P) probability of no failure

Each state has probability distribution of payoffs (expected value and standard deviation).
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Combined Model
We first combine the
two sets of payoffs as
a “mixture” of two
normal distributions
as per Robertson and
Fryer (1969)
We then convert the
four-moment
distribution to a “best
fit” normal
distribution by an
Edgeworth expansion

• See Mixtures Of Normal Distributions (nematrian.com)
for algebra.
• The resultant distribution will have four moments,
usually including negative skew and positive excess
kurtosis.

• Similar to the method of Cornish and Fisher (1938) with
additional steps to enforce monotonicity.
• Result can be used to generate all usual risk estimators
(volatility, tracking error, VaR, CVaR)
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Conclusions
Including the Archegos and London Whale incidents, six of the worlds most
sophisticated financial institutions took more than $17 Billion in losses on routine
activities.

The common thread between these two incidents is the lack of enforcement of fully
realistic risk models.

Many risk systems, both internal and commercially provided, take shortcuts that
embed implicit assumptions about the applicability of the Central Limit Theorem.
Such assumptions are almost always false.
We have presented a dependent, mutual exclusive model for financial distributions
that explicitly recognizes that there is a non-zero probability that things will almost
inevitably go very wrong from time to time.
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